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ABSTRACT
Objective We aimed to define the normal range of
aortic and mitral valve thickness in healthy
schoolchildren from a high prevalence rheumatic heart
disease (RHD) region, using a standardised protocol for
imaging and measurement.
Methods Measurements were performed in 288
children without RHD. Anterior mitral valve leaflet
(AMVL) thickness measurements were performed at the
midpoint and tip of the leaflet in the parasternal long
axis (PSLA) in diastole, when the AMVL was
approximately parallel to the ventricular septum.
Thickness of the aortic valve was measured from PSLA
imaging in systole when the leaflets were at maximum
excursion. The right coronary and non-coronary closure
lines of the aortic valve were measured in diastole in
parasternal short axis (PSSA) imaging. Results were
compared with 51 children with RHD classified by World
Heart Federation diagnostic criteria.
Results In normal children, median AMVL tip thickness
was 2.0 mm (IQR 1.7–2.4) and median AMVL midpoint
thickness 2.0 mm (IQR 1.7–2.4). The median aortic
valve thickness was 1.5 mm (IQR 1.3–1.6) in the PSLA
view and 1.4 mm (IQR 1.2–1.6) in the PSSA view. The
interclass correlation coefficient for the AMVL tip was
0.85 (0.71 to 0.92) and for the AMVL midpoint was
0.77 (0.54 to 0.87).
Conclusions We have described a standardised
method for mitral and aortic valve measurement in
children which is objective and reproducible. Normal
ranges of left heart valve thickness in a high prevalence
RHD population are established. These results provide a
reference range for school-age children in high
prevalence RHD regions undergoing echocardiographic
screening.

INTRODUCTION
Thickening of both the mitral1–4 and aortic
valve4–6 leaflets are features of established rheum-
atic heart disease (RHD). The 2012 World Heart
Federation (WHF) consensus diagnostic criteria for
RHD include thickening as one of the morpho-
logical criteria.4 Increased leaflet thickness of mitral
valve leaflets has also been observed in children
with acute rheumatic fever (ARF).7

In school-age children, echocardiographic screen-
ing studies for RHD have used valve thickening as
one of the morphological diagnostic criteria8–13

and yet the normal range in this population has not
been established. There are also limited data about
the echocardiographic thickness of mitral valves in
children with ARF7 14 and RHD.14 15 Some
authors have relied on subjective evaluation, and
other more recent RHD echo studies have used an

arbitrary cut-off of 3 mm for anterior mitral valve
leaflet (AMVL) tip.

AIMS
The primary aim of this study was to define the
normal range of aortic and mitral valve thickness in
healthy school-age children from a high prevalence
RHD region using a standardised objective protocol
for imaging and measurement. A secondary aim
was to establish whether mitral and aortic valve
thickness differs in children with and without
RHD.

METHODS
Study design and participants
Population-based echocardiographic screening was
conducted in children aged 10–13 years in South
Auckland, New Zealand, a region with a high inci-
dence of ARF/RHD.12 16 A consecutive series of
288 echocardiograms from children with no evi-
dence of RHD or congenital valvular abnormality
formed the study group to establish the normal
range of valve thickness. Those with no mitral
regurgitation or a closing volume of mitral regurgi-
tation17 and with normal morphological appear-
ances were included, but those with true
physiological regurgitation17 were excluded from
analysis in case they had borderline RHD. Valve
thickness measurements were also obtained from
51 subjects with RHD. These echocardiograms
were obtained during the same previously pub-
lished population-based RHD prevalence
study.12 18 The RHD classification by the WHF cri-
teria was performed in a re-analysis of cases by a
panel of three cardiologists. This was necessary as
the WHF criteria had not been published at the
time of the original study.18

Two children who met diagnostic criteria for
ARF at the time of screening were excluded from
the analysis of the RHD group, as oedema and
inflammation in the acute phase of ARF could lead
to an overestimate of valve thickness.
Ethical approval was obtained from the New

Zealand Regional Ethics Committee: reference
NTY/06/12/139.

Echocardiographic procedures
Echocardiography was performed using a standar-
dised protocol. Vivid e (GE Healthcare) portable
cardiac ultrasound machines were used. A 2–3 mHz
variable frequency probe was used. Two-
dimensional Doppler images were obtained in para-
sternal and apical four-chamber views. Transducer
gain settings were optimised individually by experi-
enced cardiac sonographers, as the large variation
in body habitus precluded the use of standardised
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gain settings. The study protocol stipulated that Harmonics
should be turned off for two-dimensional (2D) imaging, unless
image acquisition was suboptimal.

Valve thickness measurements
Measurements were performed using the software package of
the ultrasound machine rather than measured off-line.
Measurements were made by two separate observers who were
blinded to each other’s measurements. Individual measurements
were made three times from optimal still frames of cine-loops.

Measurements were made in millimetres to an accuracy of two
decimal places as per machine settings then averaged to milli-
metres and one decimal point.

Measurements of the AMVL thickness were performed at the
midpoint and the tip of the leaflet in the parasternal long axis
(PSLA) imaging in diastole, when the AMVL was approximately
parallel to the ventricular septum (figure 1A,B). This was
usually the still frame of maximal diastolic excursion of the
AMVL. Measurement of the AMVL midpoint was also per-
formed in systole from apical four-chamber imaging (figure 1C).

Figure 1 Two-dimensional
echocardiography image of each
imaging view, and a corresponding
cartoon diagram showing the method
for each valve leaflet measurement.
(A) Parasternal long axis in late
diastole. (B) Parasternal long axis in
late diastole. (C) Apical four-chamber
view. (D) Parasternal long axis in
systole. (E) Parasternal short axis in
diastole. Ao, aorta; LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle;
PA, pulmonary artery.
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Measurements of the posterior mitral valve leaflet (PMVL)
thickness (figure 1C) and length were measured in diastole in a
still frame where there was clear separation of the PMVL from
other posterior annulus tissues.

The thickness of the aortic valve was measured from PSLA
imaging in systole when the leaflets were at maximum excursion
(figure 1D). The right coronary and non-coronary closure lines
of the aortic valve were also measured in diastole in parasternal
short axis (PSSA) imaging (figure 1E).

Statistical analyses
Thickness and length measurements of aortic and mitral valves
were summarised at median with IQRs. The Wilcoxon rank-sum
test was used to assess the difference in these measurements
between normal and individuals with RHD. Negative predictive
valve (NPV) and positive predictive value (PPV) were calculated
using standard formulae, for aortic and mitral valve thickness.
The intraclass correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the
interobserver agreement between two observers, and the
intraobserver agreement for both of the observers, for a sub-
group of normal individuals only. Statistical analyses were per-
formed using the statistical package SAS V.9.3 (SAS Institute,
Cary, North Carolina, USA). All p values resulted from two-
sided tests.

RESULTS
Normals
The normal valve measurements in 288 normal children and
children aged 10–13 years are presented in table 1. Figure 2
demonstrates normal mitral valve appearances. In the PSLA
view, the AMVL tip thickness was 2.0 mm (IQR 1.7–2.4) and
AMVL midpoint thickness 2.0 mm (IQR 1.7–2.4). There was
no statistically significant difference in measurement whether
the leaflet was measured at the tip or midpoint, or whether it
was measured in the parasternal or apical view (p=0.9).

The uppermost measurement for both AMVL tip and mid-
point in normal subjects was 2.9 mm.

The midpoint of the PMVL measured 2.2 mm (IQR 1.9–2.5).
This was significantly thicker than the midpoint of the AMVL
(p<0.0001).

The median thickness of the normal aortic valve was 1.5 mm
(IQR 1.3–1.6) in the PSLA view and 1.4 mm (IQR 1.2–1.6) in
the PSSA view. There was no significant difference between
these two views (p=0.4).

Rheumatic heart disease
There were 51 RHD cases altogether. Thirteen cases had defin-
ite RHD and 38 cases had borderline RHD. Among the 38 bor-
derline RHD cases, 21 had mitral regurgitation, 12 had aortic

regurgitation and 5 had morphological changes. None had
mitral stenosis.

Valve measurements for the children with RHD are presented
in table 1. The AMVL tip measured 2.6 mm (IQR 2.3–3.2) and
midpoint 2.8 mm (IQR 2.5–3.2) in the PSLA view in this group.
Valve thickness of the aortic valve in children with RHD mea-
sured 1.9 mm (IQR 1.8–2.1) in the PSLA view and 1.9 mm
(IQR 1.7–2.1) in the PSSA view.

A comparison of mitral and aortic valve thickness between
the normal group and RHD group is presented in table 1. The
AMVL, PMVL and aortic valve leaflet were all thicker in chil-
dren with RHD than in normal children in all imaging views.

Positive and negative predictive values
The NPV≤3 mm for mitral thicknesses is shown in table 2, with
the best predictor being the AMVL measurement in the PSLA
view.

The NPV cut-off of ≤2 mm thickness for aortic valve thick-
ness is shown in table 2. PPVs for respective mitral and aortic
cut-offs are shown in table 3.

Interobserver and intraobserver variability results (normal)
Interobserver agreement: the interclass correlation coefficient
for the AMVL tip was 0.85 (0.71 to 0.92) and for the AMVL
midpoint was 0.77 (0.54 to 0.87).

Intraobserver agreement for AMVL measurements is shown
in table 4.

DISCUSSION
This study describes an objective standardised methodology for
valve thickness measurements from echocardiograms obtained
from a RHD school screening programme in a high incidence
ARF region. The range of normal echocardiographic valve
thickness measurements in a population of children aged 10–
13 years provides a reference dataset suitable for use in RHD
echocardiographic screening programmes in children.

Mitral valve
The results showed that the AMVL measured 2.0 mm (IQR
1.7–2.4) in a normal population of children aged 10–13 years.
There was no difference whether the measurement was taken at
the tip or the midpoint of the leaflet, or whether the measure-
ment was performed in parasternal or apical imaging (table 1).
The distance from the transducer to the mitral valve is closer in
parasternal than apical imaging so intuitively this may be the
preferable method in subjects with poor echocardiographic
windows. The posterior leaflet thickness was similar, but the
observers noted that it could be difficult to make measurements
perpendicular to the leaflet in parasternal imaging.

Table 1 Comparison of valve leaflet measurements between normal and RHD (in mm)

Valve Variable

Normal (n=288) Abnormal (n=51)

p ValueMedian IQR Median IQR

Mitral valve Maximal thickness AMVL tip PSLA 2.0 1.7–2.4 2.6 2.3–3.2 <0.0001
Maximal thickness AMVL midpoint PSLA 2.0 1.7–2.4 2.8 2.5–3.2 <0.0001
Maximal thickness PMVL midpoint 2.2 1.9–2.5 2.5 2.2–3.0 <0.0001
PMVL length PSLA 11.1 10.0–12.4 11.2 10.7–12.4 0.2785
Maximal thickness AMVL midpoint A4C 2.0 1.8–2.4 2.5 2.1–2.7 <0.0001

Aortic valve Maximal thickness AV leaflet midpoint PSLA 1.5 1.3–1.6 1.9 1.7–2.1 <0.0001
Maximal thickness AV leaflet midpoint PSSA 1.4 1.2–1.6 1.9 1.7–2.1 <0.0001

AMVL, anterior mitral valve leaflet; AV, aortic valve; PMVL, posterior mitral valve leaflet; PSLA, parasternal long axis; PSSA, parasternal short axis; RHD, rheumatic heart disease.
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The results for the AMVL thickness are concordant with the
limited data available from other echocardiographic and post-
mortem measurements of the mitral valve of normal children.
The 20 normal controls of Caldas et al7 had an AMVL

thickness of 1.9 mm, but no SD of measurement was
given. Atalay et al15 reported an indexed AMVL thickness of
1.27±0.4 mm in 15 healthy children aged 5–15 years. Atalay
et al also reported the anterior leaflet and posterior leaflet to be
thicker in children with RHD than in controls, with the result
for the AMVL (p<0.001) more significant than for the PMVL
(p<0.01). The postmortem study by Sahasakul et al showed
that valve thickness increased with age and was not related to
height, weight or body surface area (BSA). They found AMVL
thickness was 1.3±0.5 mm in 40 subjects under 20 years of age,
1.6±0.85 mm in subjects 20–59 years of age and 3.2±1.52 mm
in subjects 60 years and older.19

The WHF echocardiographic criteria have been widely
adopted since their publication,20–24 and include the 3 mm
cut-off to define whether an anterior mitral valve is normal or
thickened. A few studies have included data on mitral valve thick-
ness. Bacquelin et al reported a κ value of 0.6 for 2 observers
measuring the AMVL in 47 children.25 Lu et al26 assessed mitral
valve thickness in a comparison of handheld versus portable
echocardiogram platforms but raw data were not given. Ours is
the first study to describe multiple parameters including PMVL
normal data and supports the 3 mm WHF cut-off.20 25 26

Aortic valve
The results showed that the median thickness of the normal
aortic valve measured 1.5 mm in the PSLA and 1.4 mm in PSSA
views. Note that the measurement taken in PSSA imaging is in
fact a measure of the width of the edges (ie, closure lines) of
two leaflets (figure 1D). Again there is minimal literature regard-
ing the normal thickness of the aortic valve in children from
either echocardiographic or pathological studies. Caldas et al7

reported an aortic valve thickness of 1.7 mm in a cohort of 20
normal children when the valve leaflets were measured in
systole, presumably using PSLA imaging. The postmortem study
by Sahasakul et al reported thickness at three sites on the aortic
cusp increased significantly with age and was not related to
height, weight or BSA. They reported a mean free edge meas-
urement of 0.67 mm±0.21 mm (range 0.35–1.55 mm) in 40
hearts from individuals <20 years.19

Comparisons—RHD and normal population
Comparisons of valve thickness between normal children and
children with RHD showed the AMVL to be thicker in RHD at
both the AMVL tip and midpoint, and in both parasternal and
apical imaging views, with p<0.0001 for each (table 1).

The PMVL was also significantly thicker in children with
RHD than in normal children. The PMVL length of the RHD
cohort was longer than the normal cohort, which is counter-
intuitive to the surgical and pathological descriptions of
advanced RHD.3 27 28 This supports our contention that object-
ive measurements of the PMVL are more problematic than that
of the AMVL. The aortic valve was also thicker in those with
RHD compared with the normal cohort regardless of whether

Table 2 Negative predictive value of aortic and mitral valve
measurements

Measurement NPV (95% CI) p Value

AMVL tip PSLA ≤33 mm 0.66 (0.49 to 0.84) <0.0001
AMVL mid-PSLA ≤3 mm 0.73 (0.54 to 0.91) <0.0001
AV mid-PSLA ≤2 mm 0.77 (0.60 to 0.95) <0.0001
AV mid-PSSA ≤2 mm 0.58 (0.41 to 0.75) <0.0001

AMVL, anterior mitral valve leaflet; AV, aortic valve; NPV, negative predictive valve;
PSLA, parasternal long axis; PSSA, parasternal short axis.

Figure 2 Zoomed two-dimensional echocardiographic view of the
mitral valve, showing a normal anterior mitral valve leaflet in the upper
image and a thickened anterior mitral valve leaflet tip in the lower
image.

Table 3 Positive predictive value of mitral and aortic
measurements

Measurement PPV (95% CI) p Value

AMVL tip PSLA ≥3 mm 0.89 (0.87 to 0.93) <0.0001
AMVL mid-PSLA ≥3 mm 0.89(0.86 to 0.93) <0.0001
AV mid-PSLA ≥2 mm 0.88 (0.84 to 0.92) <0.0001
AV mid-PSSA ≥2 mm 090 (0.87 to 0.94) <0.0001

AMVL, anterior mitral valve leaflet; AV, aortic valve; PPV, positive predictive value;
PSLA, parasternal long axis; PSSA, parasternal short axis.

Table 4 Intraobserver variability

Observer 1 Observer 2

ICC 95% CI ICC 95% CI

AMVL tip 0.82 0.73 to 0.88 0.90 0.84 to 0.93
AMVL mid 0.76 0.66 to 0.85 0.81 0.73 to 0.88

AMVL, anterior mitral valve leaflet; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient.
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the measurement was taken in PSLA or PSSA imaging. Caldas
et al7 found the mitral valve to be significantly thicker in chil-
dren with ARF than in normal children in a small study but did
not find a difference for the aortic valve thickness.

Interobserver/intraobserver variability
Interobserver and intraobserver agreement was high for meas-
urement of AMVL thickness. There are minimal published data
in this area, particularly for normal measurements. Bacquelin
et al reported κ value of 0.6 agreement for mitral valve thick-
ness in abnormals.25 Given variability in its appearances, PMVL
thickening is not used as a morphological feature, even though
it is established that the PMVL thickens in advanced RHD.4

Results have been presented as discrete measurements rather
than indexed to BSA as Sahasakul et al19 found that valve thick-
ness was not related to BSA but was related to age. Moreover,
measurement of height and weight are not always performed
during population-based echocardiography screening
programmes.

Technical considerations
Echocardiography was performed by experienced sonographers
who took care to optimise image quality for valve thickness
measurements. Harmonic imaging can increase clarity and the
thickness of cardiac structures.29–31 The WHF criteria recom-
mend harmonic imaging is turned off for cine-loops recorded
for valve measurement. If harmonics had been inadvertently
used in this study, the overall median thickness measurements
would have been falsely increased, which is of lesser concern
when establishing a normal cut-off.

Careful frame by frame replay is necessary in PSLA imaging
to show the AMVL perpendicular to the ultrasound beam,
when the AMVL is parallel to the ventricular septum. This mini-
mises an oblique measurement of the AMVL. However, in PSLA
it is not possible to be perpendicular to the PMVL, so despite
the reasonable coefficient of variation, we are less confident
about measures of the PMVL. We note that the measurements
of the PMVL in normal children were slightly thicker than
AMVL.

When measuring the tip of the AMVL, care must be taken to
separate the chordal attachments from the leaflet. The interob-
server agreement in this study was lower for the tip than the
midpoint of the AMVL and it is recognised that the edge of the
leaflet (echocardiographically the tip of the AMVL) is often the
first region of the valve to develop thickening in RHD.32

Clinical implications
In normal subjects, the uppermost AMVL midpoint and AMVL
tip measurements were 2.9 mm. This is in keeping with the
WHF guidelines, which recommend AMVL thickness is mea-
sured by the techniques described in this study, and classify
AMVL thickening as a thickness of ≥3.0 mm for patients
≤20 years.4

We have emphasised the description of the normal findings in
school-age children. The actual measurements of those with
RHD will vary according to the number and severity of previous
ARF episodes for that individual, the chronicity of disease and
degree of mitral stenosis.27

Limitations of the study
The main objective of the study was to report the normal range
of valve thickness. The RHD group comprised cases classified as
RHD by WHF criteria by a panel of three cardiologists, blinded
to each other’s assessments. In making measurements, the

reviewers were not blinded to the presence of valvular regurgita-
tion and morphological valvular changes, which may have
biased their interpretation of whether the subject had RHD or
not. In other words, the observers may have subconsciously
selected still frames with the ‘thickest’ looking valve structures.
A truly blinded study would require measurers to be provided
with 2D cine-loops without colour Doppler or to reduce images
to single frames. The methodology used in this study reflects the
practical reality of reviewing an echocardiogram.

CONCLUSION
We have described a standardised method for mitral and aortic
valve measurement in children, which is objective and reprodu-
cible. Normal ranges of left heart valve thickness in a high
prevalence RHD population are established. These results
provide a reference range for school-age children in high preva-
lence RHD regions undergoing echocardiographic screening.

Key messages

What is already known about this subject?
There are no published contemporary studies describing
echocardiographic measurement of mitral and aortic valve
thickness in healthy children.

What does this study add?
This study provides a standardised, objective method for
measurement of mitral and aortic valve thickness as well as
reference ranges for normal children in high-burden acute
rheumatic fever/rheumatic heart disease (RHD) populations.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
Our findings support ongoing use of the 2012 World Heart
Federation diagnostic criteria for RHD, which specify a 3 mm
cut-off for mitral valve thickness.
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